The next generation
of geopolitical risk
management

The business of geopolitics
Geopolitics presents an unprecedented threat to global organizations

55%

of companies with
revenues of $1bn+
experienced at least
one loss of $100mn
or more due to
geopolitics

MORE
THAN

80%

of executives expect
geopolitical instability
to impact the global
business environment
between now
and 2021.

LESS
THAN

15%

Navigator ensures you are positioned to capitalize on what counts

Introducing Navigator
Navigator is a web-based platform
that integrates our analysis
services into a single, seamless,
customizable solution.
Powered by the Daily Brief and our
robust proprietary methodologies,
this unique combination of global
expertise, quantitative assessment
and technology translates macro
issues into actionable, operational
intelligence.

oxan.to/navigator

of organizations
actively address
the potential
impact of
geopolitical
uncertainty.

Actionable global intelligence
__ Daily analysis of the critical events and issues for more than
160 countries and 14 industries
__ Track themes that cut across geographies and industries
__ Harness the power of our global network of 1,500 experts

Driven by data

Venezuela risk

__ Measure the commercial
impact of geopolitics
__ Proprietary data by country,
industry and risk type
__ A quantitative toolkit
for comparative risk
assessment
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The Belt and Road Initiative in general is about building infrastructure, investment lending, lowering trade
costs and reducing overcapacity, but there are other goals specific to particular regions

A custom research experience
__ Customized dashboards and integrated risk
maps
__ Tailored daily alerts focused on the issues
that matter to you
__ Multiple research formats, from in-depth
reports to Graphic Analysis

ARCTIC

WESTERN EUROPE

Accessing natural resources;
accessing Western European export
market; reducing reliance on the
Strait of Malacca

Accessing export
markets

CENTRAL ASIA

Accessing natural resources;
creating new export markets

CENTRAL ASIA, MYANMAR, PAKISTAN

Reducing dependence on the Strait of
Malacca for oil and gas imports
Boosting economic growth and political
stability in western China

GREECE, CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPE

JAPAN

Gain prestige through
recognition from rival

Cultivating allies and sympathisers
inside the EU

UNITED STATES

Marginalise and displace
as the world’s pre-eminent
economic power

PAKISTAN

Food production
SOUTH-EAST ASIA
PAKISTAN, SRI LANKA, DJIBOUTI

Supporting Indian Ocean military
activities; protecting shipping routes

Achieving regional predominance
at US and Japanese expense;
compliance on the South China Sea

Expert access
__ Direct email and phone access to
our team of analysts and experts
__ Monthly conference calls on key
issues
__ On-site presentations and
briefings

Get access to Navigator today

oxan.to/navigator

Founded in 1975, Oxford Analytica is an independent, geopolitical
analysis and advisory firm that draws on a worldwide network of
experts to advise clients on their strategies, operations, policies
and investments.
Our trusted insights and seasoned judgements on global issues
enable clients to navigate complex markets where the intersection of
politics and economics, business and society is critical to success.
www.oxan.com

Manage what matters.
Capitalize on what counts.

